
Farragut Houses group 
 

Summary - Our group chose to edit the page of Farragut Houses which is the same as the                  
project we have been working on all semester long. We didn’t know that we can use the                 
Wikipedia as the source for academic projects but with wikipedia edits, and in-class discussions              
of this course, we learned how to use the wiki for the educational purposes by checking the                 
references page and use them as the sources instead of using the wiki page as a source which                  
could be edited by anyone.  
 
Thein Moe - I did check the Farragut houses page on wiki and checked on the links that are                   
listed there and the link of the official nyc.gov link of Farragut Housing was dead. So i googled                  
for the updated link of the housing and updated the official page link and the the link under                  
external link section by using my wiki edu account. Now it is linked to the NYCHA website of the                   
housing where you can find all the information about the Farragut housing which includes              
development info, demographics, household income, total population and all the official data            
about the housing. 
 
 
Stephan - My edits to the Farragut Houses article was in the education section of the page and                  
my contribution to it was the inclusion of more clarity and information on the briefly stated                
rezoning of PS 8 and PS 307 and the effects it had on the two communities before and after the                    
enactment of the decision. I included accounts of the mindsets of the parent during the decision                
making and how they felt after the decision was made. Before my edits, there was just 2                 
sentences speaking about the rezoning and now there is a full paragraph explaining the whole               
event that took place in the community. 
 
 
Colin Grant - For the Wikipedia Assignment, I focused my attention on the Farragut Houses               
article. You can find my edits in the poverty and social isolation part of the article. I added two                   
new external links surrounding the Wegman’s supermarket crisis and a photo to Wikimedia             
Commons. Also I fixed the false information surrounding the time of the opening which will be in                 
2018.Finally, I added a sentence that shows the benefits of the store, but the sentence was                
taking down shortly after. 
 
Svetlana Belopukhova - My changes for Wikipedia Farragut Houses page were: resident’s            
population of FH based on data from New York City Housing Authority and updates on               
reference link, because it was not working before. Also I add a new table of contents as a                  
Vinegar Hill Community Garden, media image, text, and link.  
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